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Franz Kafka, in his Letter to Oskar Pollak, said, I think we ought to read only the kind of books that
wound and stab us...We need the books that affect us like a disaster, that grieve us deeply, like
the death of someone we loved more than ourselves, like being banished into forests far from
everyone, like a suicide. A book must be the axe for the frozen sea inside us. Crows on the Cross is
such a book. Two lovers wake up a thousand miles apart . . haunted by ghosts and memories
buried deep beneath the surface, horrors and revelations unfold as the miles click down and they
speed toward each other through a day and night of fevered delirium. Two lovers wake up a
thousand miles apart, each in a red 1969 Cadillac that may or may not be an evil spirit on wheels.
Rainey, a pill popping alcoholic who suffers from her own traumatic personal hell, has no clue
where the one person who has ever loved her has gone to. Drew, a quiet, dark and mysterious
man who harbors truths untold, finds comfort in the shadow of Rainey's love - but even her love
can't quiet the demons that haunt him. Each of them start on an odyssey to find each other, and it
doesn't take long to realize they have ventured out onto Hell's Highway rather than Interstate I-95
between Florida and Virginia. Haunted by ghosts and memories buried deep beneath the surface,
horrors and revelations unfold as the miles click down and they speed toward each other through a
day and night of fevered delirium. Drew's convinced Rainey's dead - but is she? Rainey knows
Drew would never leave her, not without a goodbye, so where the hell is he and why can't she find
him? Perhaps Rainey's not dead and Drew's delusions are skewed...it's possible Rainey has finally
reached the brink of her own sanity and teeters on the edge. Anything's possible, especially when
both of them are behind the wheel of that Cadillac. Climb behind the helm with them if you dare,
as tortured and violent lives are peeled away with each passing mile marker...toward a reunion
that may be loving or cataclysmic.
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